
Transform your recruitment workflow to cater to your 
business needs with customizable triggers and 

comprehensive integrations.
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Recruit CRM update:
Workflow automations

Recruit CRM’s latest workflow automations platform is a robust addition to the suite, 
enhancing the efficiency and productivity of recruitment and staffing agencies. 

It’s a no-code solution for streamlining and automating repetitive tasks and processes 
within Recruit CRM and third-party apps. 

The intuitive and user-friendly visual drag-and-drop interface allows users to use 
pre-built recipes, create workflows from scratch, or modify and build on top of a 
pre-built recipe that aligns with their specific business needs directly within 
Recruit CRM – all without any technical complexities involved!
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4 key highlights

1. Complete workflow management
Users can now manage everything in one place without worrying about their 
automation workflows. Our team takes care of building, maintaining, and managing all 
workflows, offering greater control and flexibility so that you can focus on growing your 
business.

2. Visual workflow builder
• User-friendly interface and intuitive design: Users can easily design single-step
and complex workflows involving multiple steps, actions, formulas, and conditions.
• Seamless integration: The builder is fully integrated within Recruit CRM, allowing
smooth and uninterrupted workflow creation and management.
Plus, you can even link multiple third-party apps together in a workflow without
having Recruit CRM as a step.

3. Connectivity and integration
• Application sync: Recruit CRM’s workflow automations connect with 1000+
applications, systems, databases, and APIs. It also lets you build custom triggers and
actions to meet your business needs.
• Bi-directional data sync: Enables real-time data sharing and updates, streamlining
the flow of information across different applications. It also supports “batch
processing” to exponentially reduce task consumption for select apps.

4. Pre-built recipes
• Ready-to-use templates: Provides pre-built workflow recipes for quick
implementation.
• Better customization: Enables a higher level of customization of recipes for more
intricate workflow designs.
• Adaptable framework: This lets users create their recipes from scratch without
having to write a single line of code.
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Top benefits

1. 'Time machine' for your data: With the unique 'time machine' feature, you can
create workflows that apply to past records. This lets you update your database
retroactively without setting up new workflows for older entries.
It's like going back in time to streamline your data management!

2. Batch processing: Batch processing offers more effectiveness and efficiency in
executing selected workflows. It allows you to significantly reduce task consumption
with select apps like Google Sheets, Power BI, HubSpot, Marketo, Salesforce,
Workday, Redshift, Sense HQ, or any app that supports batch/bulk processing.

3. Enterprise app support: Compatible with a wide range of enterprise applications,
databases, and data visualization tools like Salesforce, Microsoft Power BI, Tableau,
Redshift, Oracle, Airtable, Slack, Snowflake, Marketo, Workday, and many more.

4. Advanced workflow capabilities: In addition to letting users build simple recipes
using its intuitive drag-and-drop workflow builder, users can also manage complex,
sophisticated, and multi-layered workflows with ease!

5. Unified subscription model: A single add-on subscription (separate from the
standard Recruit CRM app subscription) covers all features and services.

6. Maximize workflow efficiency: IF statements, conditional statements, and
formatting don’t affect your task usage. This ensures you optimize your recipes to the
fullest without worrying about task consumption as you scale.

7. Non-Recruit CRM workflows: This new update supports workflows that do not
involve Recruit CRM!
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Service and support

• Expert onboarding: Our team of automation consultants will set up all your
workflows during the onboarding process.

• Ongoing support: We provide continuous assistance through a dedicated team of
experts for both new and existing workflows.

• Best practices consultation: We will continuously share industry best practices and
provide tailored consultations for workflow optimization.

• Complete workflow management: Handle everything in a single hub, leaving the
complexities of automation to us. Our team expertly builds, maintains, and manages
your workflows, giving you enhanced control and the flexibility to zero in on your
business growth.

• Migration assistance: If you're using a different automation platform, our experts
can move your workflows to Recruit CRM at no extra cost!



Want to learn more 
about Recruit CRM’s

workflow automations 
platform?
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Book a call with our expert now

https://calendly.com/d/32s-36d-hdf/let-s-talk-automation

